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When she is kidnapped by her people's sworn enemy, Highland warrior Duncan MacLean, bride-to-be Lady Amelia Sutherland is drawn to
this tortured man who is using her as a pawn in a dangerous game of vengeance and war.
Miss Sophia Vane, a hoyden of the first order, makes an unlikely match when she weds Nathaniel Ellison, the rich and wary Duke of
Scarsdale. What starts with an unexpected friendship soon blooms into a fiery passion. But a betrayal plunges Sophia into the thorny world of
London Society and entangles her in a labyrinth of manipulation and jealousy that will test the strength of her marriage. Behind her
husband’s sudden icy facade, Sophia believes dwells the caring, passionate man she loves. To break through the barriers and reclaim their
happiness, they must do more than simply cast away their pride. They must fight for their very lives.
Lady Emmaline Radcliffe always knew she never wanted to marry a man who embraced the rules of Society. But when her mother threatens
to secure a suitable match for Emma if she cannot make one on her own, Emma sets out to determine if her girlhood infatuation is the love
she’s been looking for. Nathaniel did save her life once, after all. But when she finds herself in the arms of the gentleman’s brother—the
serious and proper Duke of Blackbourne—she begins to question all she ever thought she desired. Lucian, the Duke of Blackbourne, is tired of
playing keeper to his irresponsible brother. He vows to quit, but when his brother resolves to seduce the impetuous Lady Emmaline, Lucian
knows he must save his foolish brother and the innocent debutante from themselves. Yet his plan to intercede goes awry when he finds
himself drawn to the woman who is everything he was positive he didn’t want in a wife. But his brother won’t give up so easily, and soon
Lucian’s well-intentioned plans are revealed. Now to keep Lady Emmaline’s heart he must prove that he’s truly not the stuffy, sneaky duke
he seems to be. *Previously published in Thwarting the Duke (When the Duke Comes to Town, Book 2)*
He meant to rescue her. He never thought she’d end up saving him… Baron Liam Mackay lost everything he ever loved. Now, he protects his
heart behind a carefully constructed wall of indifference, refusing to actually feel anything. He’ll focus instead on making sure his feudal
barony is prosperous and simply avoid all marriage-minded women. Then he saves a lovely temptress from certain death, and all his well-laid
plans completely fall apart… Hired assassins don’t target illegitimate orphans. Or so Emeline LeClaire thought, until it happened to her. But
when a handsome Highlander steps in to save her, she can’t help but feel that perhaps fate brought them together. Perhaps she can help
save his wounded heart and soul just as he saved her life… When a flash flood strands them together, can Emeline convince Liam to trust in
love…and in her? Or will they remain star-crossed forever? __________ This riveting Scottish historical by a USA Today bestselling author will
have you sitting on the edge of your seat and reaching for the tissues! You won’t be able to turn the pages fast enough to find out what
happens to Liam and Emeline next as their tender romance blossoms. If you enjoy reading Highlander love stories brimming with mystery
and suspense, a dash of humor, and gripping emotion, then you’ll adore Collette Cameron’s mesmerizing HEART OF A SCOT Series. Buy
TO WOO A HIGHLAND WARRIOR and settle into your favorite reading nook for a rousing Highland adventure you can’t put down. Though
this book can easily be read as a stand-alone, most readers prefer to read the series in order. HEART OF A SCOT SERIES: Book 1 - To
Love a Highland Laird Book 2 - To Redeem a Highland Rogue Book 3 - To Seduce a Highland Scoundrel Book 4 - To Woo a Highland
Warrior Book 5 - To Enchant a Highland Earl Book 6 - To Defy a Highland Duke Book 7 - To Marry a Highland Marauder Book 8 - To Bargain
with a Highland Buccaneer Book 9 - A Christmas Kiss for the Highlander CHECK OUT COLLETTE’S OTHER SERIES: Daughters of Desire
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(Scandalous Ladies) Castle Brides Highland Heather Romancing a Scot Seductive Surrender The Honorable Rogues® The Blue Rose
Regency Romances: The Culpepper Misses Wicked Earls’ Club
A lady desperate to escape. A rogue out for vengeance. A secret alliance that ignites a passion that threatens to destroy their carefully laid
plans. A lady desperate to escape. For eleven years, Gillian Rutherford has dreamed of escaping her family’s dark secret and living a normal
life. Now, faced with an unwelcome marriage that will chain her to London and the secret slowly killing her, she’s frantic to save herself and
the sister she adores. Salvation comes in the form of an American shipping tycoon, and all she must do is seduce him into marrying her. But
Gillian’s scheme hits a snag when she makes a bargain with a notorious rake. He’ll help her win the hand of his American friend, if she’ll
assist him with exacting revenge against her unwanted fiancé. But the price of the pact, may be her heart. A rogue out for vengeance. When
tragedy strikes his family, Alexander Trevelle, Marquess of Lionhurst, begins to plot revenge. Fate smiles upon him when the key to his
success stumbles into his path behind a dark curtain in an odious ballroom. And when he discovers the ravishing chit’s scheme to avoid
wedding the object of his loathing by instead acquiring a proposal from Alex’s business partner, he is only too happy to assist her. Yet as the
plan is set into motion, so too is impossible attraction. The lady wishes to be wed, and Alex desires no part of a union that demands the
engagement of his affection. An arrangement better broken. Despite their best efforts, Gillian and Alex discover that some temptations are too
strong to resist, and when the ardor that simmers between them explodes, it might be the thing to devastate them. For the proud lady and the
damaged rogue both hide secrets from each other, and as their common enemy positions himself to outmaneuver them, the only path to
victory is to expose their carefully guarded weaknesses. If they can trust in each other, they may just find that the greatest triumph of all is
that of true love.
When the guarded King of the Underworld collides with a maddeningly reckless lady, the road to ruination becomes impossible not to take.
Lady Frederica Darlington isn’t prim, obedient, or appropriately dispassionate as a proper lady of the aristocracy should be. Nor is she
interested in securing a husband, whether rake, rogue, duke, or lord. Freddy wants to live as she pleases in a place she feels she belongs,
and for a unconventional lady, the bohemian world of Covent Garden seems the perfect spot. She has a plan to achieve her goal, but when
one of her secret missions goes awry and the King of the Underworld rescues her, danger never looked so enticing. And the future she was
certain of now feels utterly confusing. Born and bred on the cutthroat streets of London, Gabriel Beckford has known his share of struggle and
loss. He even obtained a few enemies, one of whom is waiting to destroy any lady Gabe falls in love with, so Gabe lives by one simple,
necessary rule: never get close. It’s a dictate that’s been easy to abide—until the day Frederica sweeps into his life like a storm. Her
passionate nature and impossible impetuousness tempts him beyond reason, and when she declares to make the territory he rules her home,
he’ll do everything in his power to stop her and keep her out of his life, head, and heart. But when a threat to Frederica brings Gabe to her
side once more, keeping her at a distance becomes impossible. As Gabe’s enemy closes in, Frederica and Gabe must learn how to trust
themselves—and each other—and either submit to the love they thought they never wanted or risk losing the very thing that could save them
both. Join the adventure today! You’ll love Lady Frederica and the Scot Who Would Not , book four in the Scottish Scoundrels: Ensnared
Hearts series! It’s a captivating regency Scottish romance by USA Today bestselling author Julie Johnstone!
To protect herself, she’ll deny her powers. To save her, he’ll break every rule he’s vowed to live by. Lillianna de Burgh knows all about the
legend surrounding the women in her family—that true love awakens the gift of sight within them. But given the horrific betrayals the power has
brought her ancestors, she wants no part in true love or the supposed gift. Avoiding her fate seems simple enough since men have proven
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time and again that they wish to use her, not cherish her, even her own kin. Thankfully, when she flees England to escape her evil uncle, she
finds herself in the company of a seemingly hard-hearted Highlander who thinks the legend nothing more than a myth. As they travel
together, she comes to discover that behind his cold facade lies a fierce and honorable protector, whose mere touch ignites the passion
within her. Yet, the more she tries to resist it, the more she seems to fall. Renowned Highland warrior Angus MacLorh lives by three
principles: put country above self, protect family at all cost, and never become entangled with a lass—not again. So when his future king
needs him to accompany the far-too-lovely Lillianna to safety, Angus agrees, confident he can keep her at a distance, as he does all women.
Yet the gentle, fiercely determined lady intrigues and tempts him at every turn, and when his greatest enemy captures her, he finds himself
breaking all his rules to save her. As the fight for the Scottish throne embroils Lillianna and Angus deep in danger, enemies near and far hunt
them threatening their very lives. When the truth of the legend finally comes to light, can a lady determined to escape her destiny and a
Highlander bent on facing his future alone overcome the barriers they’ve created and trust in their hearts to lay claim to the most glorious of
love?
"The book that America needs right now." --Tom Brokaw, journalist and author of The Greatest Generation "Jake Wood offers one of the most
soaring definitions of service I've ever seen." --Maria Shriver, award-winning journalist and author of I've Been Thinking From Marine sniper
Jake Wood, a riveting memoir of leading over 100,000 veterans to a life of renewed service, volunteering to battle, hurricanes, tornados,
wildfires, pandemics, and civil wars, and inspiring onlookers as their unique military training saved lives and rebuilt our country. When Jake
Wood arrived in the States after two grueling tours in Iraq and Afghanistan, he watched his unit lose more men to suicide than to enemy
hands overseas. Reeling, Jake looked for a way to direct their restlessness towards a new mission--and put their formidable skills to good
use. When an earthquake struck Haiti in 2010, Jake had his answer. He convinced several fellow veterans to join him on a ragtag mission to
provide desperately needed aid. Despite the high stakes, they were able to untangle complex problems quickly and keep calm under
pressure. In this raw, adrenaline-filled narrative, Jake recounts, how, over the past 10 years, he's built the disaster response organization
Team Rubicon, and seen the work provide a lifeline back to purpose for the heroes among us. Not only do these intrepid volunteers race
against the clock to aid communities after Hurricane Sandy, Hurricane Harvey, COVID-19, and hundreds of other disasters; they also fight for
something just as important--each other. Once a Warrior provides a soaring look at what our veterans are capable of--and what might
become of America's next greatest generation.
Desire tempted them. Honor forbade them. Love ensnared them. Legendary warrior Lachlan MacLeod has never encountered anything or
anyone he could not conquer. But when his younger brother confesses his love for Bridgette MacLean—the only woman Lachlan has ever
wanted—Lachlan turns away from the beautiful Scottish lass, vowing to be no more than her friend. Yet his need for Bridgette enslaves him
and may well prove to be the one thing he cannot defeat. Fiercely independent Bridgette longs to be treated as an equal to the men. She
always imagined great battles in her future, not great love. Then Lachlan saw her as no one ever had and captured her heart, awakening new
cravings inside her without realizing it. But when Lachlan’s younger brother suffers a grave injury while saving her life, she feels unable to
deny his plea for her heart. However, it is impossible to give what belongs to another… Torn between their own desire and their loyalties,
Bridgette and Lachlan must find the courage to grasp the passion awaiting them and face the pain their choice will cause. Yet even as they
confront their future and love finally seems within their grasp, a fight for the Scottish throne divides the Highland clans and Bridgette becomes
a pawn in a political game that threatens to tear her and Lachlan apart forever.
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Captivated at Christmas: Holiday Tales with Earls, Lords and Charming Scots
Love touched them. Treachery divided them. One night of passion binds them. Betrayed by her father, Marsaili Campbell risks her life to
recover what he has stolen from her. But when she’s kidnapped and wagered away, she has no one to help her escape other than the very
man she’s spent the past three years trying to forget—Highland warrior Callum Grant. She once gave her heart and her innocence to the
handsome Scot, only to regret her naive decisions. Still, with more enemies than she can battle alone, she needs an ally, even if she must
hide the truth of her circumstances from him. Laird Callum Grant thrust his clan into war for the love of a woman, only to lose her forever. But
when the woman he believed dead appears at his clan’s tourney in dire trouble, there’s no denying Marsaili has been alive all this time. With
his clan weakened from the years of raids and battles, however, he cannot afford to do anything that would ruin the betrothal he’s made to
secure his clan’s future. Yet he can’t turn away from the woman who once beguiled him body and soul. As Callum and Marsaili embark on a
dangerous journey, each touch, each look, each clash of wills reignites their desire in an all-consuming inferno. But the secret Marsaili keeps
and the duty that shackles Callum are threatening to destroy them. That is, unless they can learn that love, once truly given, is unbreakable.
Connor MacEgan is a fighter; it's in his blood. But whenhis hands are crushed in a brutal attack, he finds he maynever wield a sword, or touch
a woman,ever again. He becomes reliant on Aileen Ó Duinne, whosedetermination matches his, for Aileen can no more ignorea person in
pain than Connor can stopbeing a warrior. But she also holds a secret, one of passion and deceptionthat could break their hearts, long after
she has mended his hands....
A rogue hires a lady to turn him into a gentleman, but he finds he cannot resist giving her lessons on love and desire. A year and a half after
her husband’s tragic death, all Lady Julianna Barrows wants is to be left alone and forget that most of her heart went with him when he
passed. Instead, she finds herself the subject of many a matchmaking scheme and lurid offer to ease her widowhood, as well as save her
fading fortune. Desperate to avoid an arranged marriage, she takes on a position as a tutor, only to discover that the man she’s helping
unexpectedly stirs her heart and passion. Nash Wolverton boxed his way out of the London slums and into immense wealth, but he couldn’t
care less about Society’s approval. Except he has his by-blow daughter’s future to consider. To ensure her acceptance into Society, he’ll
endure anything?including procuring a tutor to transform him into a gentleman so he can secure a suitable, boring wife. Yet what he wants
changes the moment he hires the widow Julianna. She may be a lady, but she’s far from tedious. Bold and compassionate, she is nothing
like the women of the ton. Suddenly, she’s elicited a simmering desire in him, and even a longing to love and be loved that he always
thought out of his reach. Knowing what he planned to settle for can now never be enough, he vows to win her love. But as the walls she’s
built begin to crumble and a second chance for Julianna seems possible, her fears threaten to destroy all and she alone must decide if
protecting her heart trumps breaking Nash’s. The Whisper of Scandal series includes: Bargaining with a Rake Conspiring with a Rogue
Dancing with a Devil After Forever The Dangerous Duke of Dinnisfree
Fate bound them together, but love will set them free. With no chance of escape… When Patience Kincaide learns she’s being forced to wed
for a third time, she’s desperate to compel her husband-to-be to stay away from her. Both her previous husbands were shockingly cruel, and
she holds no hope this time will be different, especially since the man is known as the Savage Slayer. Her plan is simple: pretend she’s
crazy. But what happens when the man she thinks she wed turns out to be hiding behind a facade cleverer than her own, one that conceals
passion she didn’t believe possible and tenderness she never dreamed existed? What’s a lass to do when the very man she successfully
drove away is the only one she’s ever wanted near? The best laid plans… A second son relegated to life in the shadows, Highlander Brodee
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Blackswell left home to serve as the enforcer for the King of Scots, longing to one day govern his own lands and castle. And now that Brodee
has become a legendary warrior, the king grants him exactly that. But even rewards have a price. The castle comes with a broken, albeit
beautiful, lass he must wed. Yet for a man with no desire to marry, a woman lost in her own world might just be the best possible option.
Except Brodee quickly discovers who Patience truly is, and the complicated, caring lass is awakening parts of himself he’d rather leave dead.
May be their undoing… The potential of a dazzling future dangles just within reach for Brodee and Patience, but dangers they never conceived
consume them, threatening their fragile, newfound trust. Their only hope of survival is to shed their meticulously crafted masks and relinquish
the pain of the past to embrace the promise of healing, enduring love.
How far will he go to belong? Fierce, famed Highland warrior Broch MacLeod has always been a bastard—until one day he isn’t. And now that
he’s discovered his real family, he intends to do whatever it takes to carve a place for himself in it, including wedding the lass known as the
Hellion of the Highlands. What will she do for vengeance? When strong-willed, independent Katreine Kinntoch is forced to wed her sworn
enemy’s son, she vows never to surrender her body or heart to the wickedly handsome, too-cocky Scot. Instead, she intends to make him
dislike her so much that he’ll gladly send her back to her home. How long will it take them to see they are each other’s only hope? Danger
and treachery unexpectedly bring Broch and Katreine closer, but can they trust each other enough to choose love over the ties that bind and
the revenge that burns all around them? *If you love romantic, page-turning books set in the mysterious, rugged Medieval Highlands that are
about honorable, alpha Scottish warriors and the brave heroines who capture their hearts, then this is the perfect novel for you!* Secrets,
seduction, and romance sizzle in this Highlander Vows: Entangled Hearts novel from USA Today bestselling author Julie Johnstone.
Highlander Vows: Entangled Hearts, Books 1–4

Three swoon-worthy historical romances in one boxed set! USA Today bestselling author Julie Johnstone’s Whisper of Scandal
Regency Romance series sizzles from the first page to the last. Be prepared to be swept away by a dashing duke, a wicked rogue,
and a dangerous lord! Venture from the glittering ballrooms to the decadent countryside of England where love is a game for the
cunning and not the faint of heart. Book 1 - Bargaining With a Rake For eleven years, Gillian Rutherford has dreamed of escaping
her family’s dark secret and living a normal life. Now, faced with an unwelcome marriage that will chain her to London and the
secret slowly killing her, she’s desperate to save herself and the sister she adores. Salvation comes in the form of an American
shipping tycoon, and all she must do is seduce him into marrying her. But Gillian’s scheme hits a snag when she makes a bargain
with a notorious rake Alexander Trevelle, Lord Lionhurst. He’ll help her win the hand of his American friend, if she’ll assist him
with exacting revenge against her unwanted fiancé. But the price of the pact may just be their hearts. Book 2 – Conspiring with a
Rogue In order to save the man she loves from the enemy bent on destroying her, Lady Whitney Rutherford sheds her identity and
escapes her past, making a new life for herself as Mr. Roger Wentworth, missing person locator extraordinaire. But when
Whitney's best friend from her old life comes up missing and there is every indication the girl was taken by the debauched
members of a secret club, Whitney dons a new disguise and infiltrates the club, determined to unravel the mystery and save her
friend. She never expects to encounter Drake Sutherland?the man who still has her heart. In the dark world of pleasure and sin,
Whitney must play a dangerous game and one wrong move could mean the death of her friend or the destruction of the man she
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loves. Book 3 – Dancing with a Devil A Lord Chained To His Past… Lord Trent Rutherford’s past has left him guarded, jaded and
perfectly content to spend the rest of his life moving from one meaningless affair to the next. Until he meets Lady Audrey
Cringlewood, an innocent beauty who makes him question everything he believes. His devilish demeanor guards more than a
wounded heart. Behind his swagger lie secrets he’d rather forget than face, but the price of forgetting may be his second chance
at life. A Lady Determined To Shape Her Future… Audrey Cringlewood longs to marry for love, not convenience. After several
months of flirtatious banter, secret smiles and three very unforgettable kisses, Trent Rutherford, the rake known as Sin, proves
himself the man of her dreams. Audrey suspects she understands the pain he hides behind his devil may care attitude, but when
the truth comes to light, is her love enough to heal all wounds or will the secrets Trent guarded so carefully tear them apart
forever?
The saying Love Kills could be the epitaph on Alyse Estes’ tombstone if only she could die. An immortal descended from a
mythical Siren race, she’s fated to find her soul mate in the race of her sworn enemy, the Cordisi. As if that’s not troublesome
enough, she's also destined to bear him the daughter who will eventually kill him. Alyse knows just how inescapable the curse can
be. After all, she killed her own father. But all of her attempts to make a perfectly normal, perfectly respectable, perfectly safe life
for herself come tumbling down when she meets Maximillian Rheinhart. One graze of Max's hand brings the reality of her dark
past?and her darker future?rushing to the surface. He's mysterious, alluring, unaware Alyse is a Siren...and he wants her. Death
roulette is not exactly the kind of foreplay she wants with love, but Max is a force of nature. He's everywhere?at the law firm that
just hired her and the club she goes to, in her inexplicably realistic daydreams and the dark nightmares that haunt her sleep?and
he's very convincing. He's also the Cordisi whose father is a Hunter intent on wiping out the Siren race. Despite her efforts to resist
Max, he captures her heart. She has one chance to save herself and the man that she’s come to need, but to guarantee Max’s
safety, she might have to lose his love or succumb to what she’s fought all her life–accepting the Siren within.
Justin Holleman, the Duke of Dinnisfree, is used to being wanted—in bed, for missions, and even dead. He’s protected his country
more times than he can remember, gaining enemies along the way, but he failed to defend himself from the past that hardened his
heart. Instead, he became an expert at shutting people out. Yet now, in order to save the king, Justin needs to let go of his old
ways and let someone closer to him than ever before. He approaches the mission with his classic cold calculation, but his fiery
new ally upends his ordered world and entices him at every turn. Suddenly he’s in danger of compromising his assignment and
losing his heart, two things the rogue swore never to do. Desperate to protect her parents from poverty, among other things, Miss
Arabella Carthright unwittingly becomes a pawn in a dangerous political battle when she agrees to aid an enigmatic stranger.
Having learned long ago to count only on herself, she’s surprised when time and again the duke actually aids her. But when his
true assignment becomes clear, Arabella realizes the man she’s come to care for poses the greatest threat to those she loves. As
Justin and Arabella face their feelings and their web of deception falls away, they must decide how high a price they are willing to
pay for love and loyalty. The Whisper of Scandal series includes: Bargaining with a Rake Conspiring with a Rogue Dancing with a
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Devil After Forever The Dangerous Duke of Dinnisfree
A need to belong drives her. A longing to forget compels him. Fate may send them into each other’s arms, but only love can mend
their hearts. An Outlander Raised by a tyrannical father, Marion de Lacy yearns for the comfort of belonging to a loving family. So
when her father announces her betrothal to an evil knight in exchange for his help to overthrow the king, she concocts a desperate
scheme to avoid the marriage: feigning her own death and then fleeing England. But when her plan goes terribly awry and she’s
captured by the knight, not even her careful preparations could ready her for the Scottish barbarian who rescues her and then
informs her that he’s to marry her by edict of her king. Certain her father will defy the king’s orders and wed her to the knight if
she refuses the Highlander’s hand, Marion agrees to marry the strangely compelling but obstinate laird of the MacLeod clan. A
Highlander After the death of his beloved wife, Iain MacLeod has no desire to marry ever again. Yet when he finds himself obliged
to do so to secure the freedom of his childhood friend and king, he reluctantly travels across England to collect his unwanted bride,
expecting to find a cold Englishwoman. Instead, he discovers a fiery, bold beauty who is fiercely loyal, protective of those she
loves, and defies him at every turn, challenging his certainty that his heart is dead. Ensnared Following a hasty marriage and
perilous journey to Scotland, Marion harbors no illusions that her new husband loves her. Still, her heart cannot resist the noble,
brave warrior, and she cannot suppress the hope that she has finally found where she belongs. However, the harder she tries to fit
in with the clan and gain Iain’s love, the farther away her dreams drift. Iain is more than willing to give his respect to his
courageous wife—her kisses and caresses even ignite his blood and demand his passion—but he refuses to give up his heart. That
is, until enemies near and far threaten to take Marion from him. Now the demons that haunt him can only be conquered by
surrendering body and soul to Marion, if only it’s not too late… "WHEN A LAIRD LOVES A LADY by Julie Johnstone is the first
book in the Highlander Vows: Entangled Hearts series, and I cannot wait for the second instalment. With beautiful imagery, the
author transports the reader to a whole new world. Both Marion and Iain are meaningful and emotional characters, who I became
deeply invested in. I could not put this book down. With plenty of danger, excitement and passionate encounters, WHEN A LAIRD
LOVES A LADY by Julie Johnstone has got it all, and I now have a new favourite author." ~ Fresh Fiction
Guided by “Akira-sensei,” John comes to realize the greatest adversity on his journey will be the challenge of defeating the man in
the mirror. This powerful story of one boy’s journey to achieve his life long goal of becoming a samurai warrior, brings the Train to
be CLUTCH curriculum to life in a powerful and memorable way. Some things you will learn... —No matter how it feels, you are
always building your own house. —How and why you must surrender to the outcome in order to be at your best. —Why you never
want to have your identity wrapped up in what you do. —Why your strength lies in faithfulness to the little things. —How to develop a
heart posture of gratitude. —How to use the biggest challenges as a training ground for greatness. —Why the process is more
important than the goal. —Why comparison is the thief of all joy. —How to develop a growth mindset. —Why talent is more of a curse
than a blessing. “So many valuable stories and lessons!” —Nick Ahmed, Arizona Diamondbacks
Free-spirited Lilias Honeyfield has a secret. She’s certain the rich and powerful Duke of Greybourne is meant to be hers. He just
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needs to reappear in her life and stop denying his love for her before she’s forced to wed another. Though it’s been seven years,
she has never forgotten the beautiful but tormented man hiding behind the mask of moody boy, nor does she believe she imagined
the searing passion between them. But the day Nash Steele finally returns to Town, the rogue destroys her hope by claiming he
never returned her affection. Nash Steele is haunted by his mistakes and the memories of the impetuous, headstrong beauty who
breached his heart and soothed his soul years ago. But innocent Lilias was never meant to be his. And if he ever doubts it, he
reminds himself of the tragic accident he caused soon after they met. His life is now, and will always be, one of penance. Unable
to have the one woman he wants, the easiest thing to do is to flee. So when duty eventually forces him home, he intends to keep
his distance from the ravishing creature. Yet when danger threatens her, he cannot sit by and allow her to be harmed. Every
moment in her presence is sweet torture, and soon the need he has kept caged for years refuses to be contained any longer.
Swept together by burning desire but ensnared in a tangle of secrets and guilt, Lilias and Nash must fight to turn tragedy into
triumph and the past that threatens to destroy them into the very thing that heals their hearts. Lady Lilias and the Devil in Plaid is a
witty and wild romance featuring a lovestruck guilt ridden rogue, a free-spirited Gothic romance novel loving heroine, meddling
good intentioned friends, and schemes aplenty. It stands alone and includes blazing chemistry and a guaranteed happily ever
after.
He finally has the chance to clear his family name. The only thing standing in his way is his tempting new wife. Known as the King
Maker, Ada MacQuerrie yearns to wed for love and not the magical gift she possesses. But her ruthless stepbrother doesn’t care
what she wants; he just needs her to marry one of his treacherous allies. When an attempt to escape his control and save those
she loves goes awry, Ada is forced to choose a husband from the miscreants who’ve come to align themselves with him. All
seems lost until a compelling latecomer displays unexpected honor. But is the mysterious Highlander another treasonous Scot
simply trying to seduce and manipulate her, or is the man they call Wolf the ally she’s been hoping for? William MacLean has
spent years shouldering the shame of his father’s and brother’s alleged treason against the king. So when the chance to
exonerate his family presents itself, he willingly woos an unwanted bride who has the power to topple his enemies. A seemingly
simple plan. Except William has survived by keeping others at a distance, and his new wife is not the calculating enemy he
expected but a bold, brave beauty he fears could become his greatest weakness. When passion flares between them, Ada cannot
suppress the hope that her dreams could come true. Yet the closer she tries to get to William, the more he withdraws. It’s not until
justice is within his grasp and his enemies take Ada from him that he realizes the demons dwelling within him can only be
conquered by the light his wife offers. But is it too late to surrender his heart to the woman who already holds it?
Sometimes the one you love is the very one you cannot have. Lady Eve Sotherby dreams of escaping her horrid life in England,
yet she has nowhere to run. So when she spies a posting for a companion in the Highlands, she seizes the chance to disappear.
She’s heard tales about the barbaric Highlanders, of course, but no one can be worse than the beast she once foolishly agreed to
wed. And never mind that she doesn’t meet any of the requirements for the position: must have no family, must love the cold, and
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must know the healing arts. Her depraved relations hardly qualify as family, she’ll wear a shawl, and how hard can it be to learn
medicinal ways? Laird Royce MacLeod rules the fiercest clan in the Highlands with an iron fist, but his two children are another
matter. Since the death of his wife, they’ve grown quite unruly. Too busy with his clan duties to tend to them himself, he needs
someone with both a spine of steel and a kind heart to subdue them. What he does not need—or want—is to get entangled with a
woman who desires anything related to soft emotions from him. So when a mysterious woman appears at his holding showing the
sort of mettle he requires, he takes her on, despite her two major flaws: she’s English and she’s beautiful. Soon, Eve finds herself
yearning for the one thing her past prevents her from ever having—the honorable but brooding Highlander. And the Scot who was
certain he desired only order and obedience cannot explain the undeniable pull to the chaos and warmth Eve brings to his home.
But the more they deny their feelings, the more impossible they become to resist, and when enemies and secrets threaten, Eve
and Royce may only survive by surrendering to true love. If only it’s not too late…
When a Highlander Loses His Heart: Entangled Hearts, Book Four
Award-winning author Duncan Tonatiuh reimagines one of Mexico’s cherished legends. Princess Izta had many wealthy suitors but
dismissed them all. When a mere warrior, Popoca, promised to be true to her and stay always by her side, Izta fell in love. The emperor
promised Popoca if he could defeat their enemy Jaguar Claw, then Popoca and Izta could wed. When Popoca was near to defeating Jaguar
Claw, his opponent sent a messenger to Izta saying Popoca was dead. Izta fell into a deep sleep and, upon his return, even Popoca could
not wake her. As promised Popoca stayed by her side. So two volcanoes were formed: Iztaccíhuatl, who continues to sleep, and
Popocatépetl, who spews ash and smoke, trying to wake his love.
When a Warrior Woos a LassDAVIS & DOUBLAS PUBLISHING
Only her love could gentle his savage soul— He was born to a clan of warriors of supernatural strength, but Gavrael McIllioch abandoned his
name and his Highland castle, determined to escape the dark fate of his ancestors. Hiding his identity from the relentless rival clan that
hunted him, he called himself Grimm to protect the people he cared for, vowing never to acknowledge his love for ravishing Jillian St. Clair.
Yet even from afar he watched over her, and when her father sent an urgent summons, "Come for Jillian," he raced to her side—into a
competition to win her hand in marriage. Why had he run from her so many years before? And why return now to see her offered as a prize in
her father's manipulative game? Furious, Jillian vowed never to wed. But Grimm was the man she loved, the one who urged her to marry
another. He tried to pretend indifference as she tempted him, but he could not deny the fierce desires that compelled him to abduct her from
the altar. She was the only woman who could tame the beast that raged within him—even as deadly enemies plotted to destroy them both....
A Lord Chained To His Past… Lord Trent Rutherford’s past has left him guarded, jaded and perfectly content to spend the rest of his life
moving from one meaningless affair to the next. Until he meets Lady Audrey Cringlewood, an innocent beauty who makes him question
everything he believes. His devilish demeanor guards more than a wounded heart. Behind his swagger lie secrets he’d rather forget than
face, but the price of forgetting may be his second chance at life. A Lady Determined To Shape Her Future… Audrey Cringlewood longs to
marry for love, not convenience. After several months of flirtatious banter, secret smiles and three very unforgettable kisses, Trent Rutherford,
the rake known as Sin, proves himself the man of her dreams. Audrey suspects she understands the pain he hides behind his devil may care
attitude, but when the truth comes to light, is her love enough to heal all wounds or will the secrets Trent guarded so carefully tear them apart
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forever? The Whisper of Scandal series includes: Bargaining with a Rake Conspiring with a Rogue Dancing with a Devil After Forever The
Dangerous Duke of Dinnisfree
A Better Tomorrow has always been hailed as a milestone in Hong Kong cinema. This book describes the different responses to the movie in
Hong Kong and later in its reception worldwide, which paved the way for the promotion of John Woo and Chow Yun-fat to their current
prominence in Hollywood. Fang examines the different notions of the genre of action cinema in Asian and Western film industries. She tracks
the connections between ying shung pian, or "hero" movie, the term by which Woo's film became famous in Hong Kong, and the spectacle of
violence emphasized in the term "heroic bloodshed," the category in which the film was known in the West. Finally, she concludes with a
discussion of the status of the film and its huge success in the current globalized industry.
The past haunts them. Treachery awaits them. Love will save them. A shattered lass… Scarred by the cruel whims of her late husband, Lena
MacLeod lives in fear of men and marriage. So when the king’s edict obliges her to wed Scottish warrior Alex MacLean, she never expects to
feel safe, let alone happy. But behind Alex’s fierce exterior lies a gentle, gallant highlander who renews her soul, emboldens her, and offers
her the one thing she never thought she would possess—true love. Now that Alex has her whole heart, she’ll settle for nothing less than all of
his. A tortured highlander… Haunted by violent nightmares of his dark past, Alex MacLean has put off getting married for as long as possible.
But now he finds himself the husband of the fragile, beautiful Lena, and he’s drawn to her as he has never been to another. He vows to
protect and heal her, and as she grows stronger, so does his love for her. Yet, his horrible memories and a treacherous task are preventing
him from giving himself to her entirely, and the secrets he harbors threaten to destroy their life together. A union… When Lena uncovers a
dangerous scheme involving Alex, she embarks on a desperate journey to save the man she loves. But Alex still hasn’t let her in, and he
runs the risk of losing her—and his life—unless he can accept that his once delicate wife is now an ally strong enough to light his way.
In order to save the man she loves from the enemy bent on destroying her, Lady Whitney Rutherford sheds her identity and escapes her
past, making a new life for herself as Mr. Roger Wentworth, missing person locator extraordinaire. But when Whitney's best friend from her
old life comes up missing and there is every indication the girl was taken by the debauched members of a secret club, Whitney dons a new
disguise and infiltrates the club, determined to unravel the mystery and save her friend. She never expects to encounter Drake
Sutherland?the man who still has her heart. In the dark world of pleasure and sin, Whitney must play a dangerous game and one wrong move
could mean the death of her friend or the destruction of the man she loves. The Whisper of Scandal series includes: Bargaining with a Rake
Conspiring with a Rogue Dancing with a Devil After Forever The Dangerous Duke of Dinnisfree
It was common knowledge that Hadleigh Valhalla was a complete failure when it came to men. Too blood thirsty. Too tall at six-foot-six and
without a coy bone in her too voluptuous body. If there had been a fun, flirty and feminine test, she would have failed it hands down.
Thankfully she was much more suited to her role as an Enforcer, protecting her magically enhanced eccentric family on a daily basis from all
kinds of nasties. It was a job she loved, much preferring to be out there beheading the baddies than dating any day of the week ... much less
stressful. Except now there's a new threat in town. Great-Aunt Alma, the family matchmaker, has returned to the fold and set her sights
squarely on all the singletons. Hadleigh will do anything she has to in order to avoid Alma's matchmaking manoeuvres, even if that means
signing on as the newest member of the hit reality TV show 'Paranormal Exterminators.' Vaughn, Captain of the Goddess Maat's Elite
Warriors, has a mission, to find and annihilate any and all magical beings that threaten to tilt the scales of justice into chaos. A paranormal
reality TV show provides the perfect cover. But there's trouble on set. Their only female cast member has gone missing and they need a
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replacement, fast. Enter Hadleigh Valhalla, the most luscious thing on two legs he's seen in a century. From the moment he sets eyes on her
he's determined to make her his. There's only one problem, Hadleigh insists she has a strict no dating policy. Claiming she'd rather be
fighting than flirting. A series of mishaps means it's a race against time for Vaughn and Hadleigh to discover just who is targeting the show
and stop them before someone gets seriously hurt or dead. While doing so Vaughn intends to teach Hadleigh to break all the rules and prove
to her she is just as much woman as she is warrior. His warrior. His woman.
In the game of love, even a rogue can come undone by his own wicked wager. Callum, the Marquess of Kilgore, long ago accepted that he
was no saint. So when he’s offered a shameful bet—to seduce the lady some have dubbed the “Ice Queen” and recover the land he foolishly
gambled away—he agrees. Yet, as he comes to know Lady Constantine, he realizes this kind and pure woman deserves far better than a
reprobate like himself. Now, he would do anything to protect her from the scandal he helped create, even ruthlessly pushing her away. It
seems he hasn’t fallen quite as far into sin as he thought… But a brush with death and an unexpected offer of a marriage of convenience from
Constantine provides an opportunity he never anticipated: recoup his squandered fortune and win back the woman he loves. But before
Callum can launch his new plan, a heinous plot rips him away, snatching his freedom and destroying any trace of the man who wanted to
open his heart. Constantine hasn’t a clue what to do when the man she loved, hated, and mourned returns from the dead. Though she is still
legally his wife, she certainly doesn’t know him anymore—if she ever did. The seemingly unrepentant rogue appears focused solely on
revenge, no matter the destruction it may cause—a far cry from the complex man of honor she once believed him to be. Yet, despite the pain
of the past and the demons of the present, Callum still holds the power to inexorably fill her with a yearning and a hope she can hardly
control. Suddenly, Constantine wants to risk her heart again for the one thing she has always longed for from the only man she ever cared
for—exquisite, unconquerable love. Join the adventure today! You’ll love Lady Constantine and the Sins of Lord Kilgore, book three in the
Scottish Scoundrels: Ensnared Hearts series! It’s a captivating regency Scottish romance by USA Today bestselling author Julie Johnstone!
Love touched them. Treachery divided them. One night of passion binds them. ? Betrayed by her father, Marsaili Campbell risks her life to
recover what he has stolen from her. But when she’s kidnapped and wagered away, she has no one to help her escape other than the very
man she’s spent the past three years trying to forget—Highland warrior Callum Grant. She once gave her heart and her innocence to the
handsome Scot, only to regret her naive decisions. Still, with more enemies than she can battle alone, she needs an ally, even if she must
hide the truth of her circumstances from him. Laird Callum Grant thrust his clan into war for the love of a woman, only to lose her forever. But
when the woman he believed dead appears at his clan’s tourney in dire trouble, there’s no denying Marsaili has been alive all this time. With
his clan weakened from the years of raids and battles, however, he cannot afford to do anything that would ruin the betrothal he’s made to
secure his clan’s future. Yet he can’t turn away from the woman who once beguiled him body and soul. As Callum and Marsaili embark on a
dangerous journey, each touch, each look, each clash of wills reignites their desire in an all-consuming inferno. But the secret Marsaili keeps
and the duty that shackles Callum are threatening to destroy them. That is, unless they can learn that love, once truly given, is unbreakable.
From the glittering ballrooms of the English nobility to the cozy countryside of Regency lords and ladies, cuddle up this Christmas with three
swoon-worthy holiday tales filled with dashing heroes, bold heroines and epic true love from USA Today bestselling author Julie Johnstone!
The Redemption of a Dissolute Earl – Book 1 The day Andrew Whitton, Earl of Hardwick chooses his fortune over the woman he loves, Drew
discovers that money makes for a cold bed partner. Now, no matter how far he runs, the memory of his betrayal haunts him, and there’s not
enough liquor to dull the past or diminish his disgust. Charlotte Milne trusted in happily ever after until her knight turned out to be wearing
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rusty armor. Drew, the scoundrel, seduced her, though she very much enjoyed the seduction by the man she’s loved since childhood. Left
scandalously ruined, Char flees her home intent upon forgetting Drew and proving her worth. Separated by disloyalty and pain, each struggle
to bury the memories of the other until a mandatory summons from the Duke of Danby sets them on a path of collision to Danby Castle. With
the tides of irrevocable change rising, Drew must find a way to show Char that even the most selfish of rakes can be redeemed by love
before the woman of his heart becomes the wife of another. Season for Surrender – Book 2 Lillian Lancaster would rather catch the plague
than a husband. Unfortunately, her abusive, recently deceased father’s will stipulates her inheritance hinges upon her marrying a lord. With
time running out, Lillian proposes to the guilt-ridden, marriage-averse Lord Edgeworth after securing his agreement to a marriage in name
only. Edgeworth feels responsible for his former betrothed’s death and believes he doesn’t deserve love, which makes Lillian’s proposal
oddly perfect. Commanded by his grandfather to marry by Christmas or become penniless, the obviously perfect choice is a woman who
wants nothing to do with him. When Lillian displays a brave and true heart and Edgeworth reveals his honorable, protective side maintaining
a marriage of convenience becomes harder than these two wounded souls imagined. Now, Lillian and Edgeworth must decide if they are
courageous enough to risk their hearts and surrender to love. It's in the Duke’s Kiss – Book 3 Lady Emmaline Radcliffe always knew she
never wanted to marry a man who embraced the rules of Society. But when her mother threatens to secure a suitable match for Emma if she
cannot make one on her own, Emma sets out to determine if her girlhood infatuation is the love she’s been looking for. Nathaniel did save
her life once, after all. But when she finds herself in the arms of the gentleman’s brother—the serious and proper Duke of Blackbourne—she
begins to question all she ever thought she desired. Lucian, the Duke of Blackbourne, is tired of playing keeper to his irresponsible brother.
He vows to quit, but when his brother resolves to seduce the impetuous Lady Emmaline, Lucian knows he must save his foolish brother and
the innocent debutante from themselves. Yet his plan to intercede goes awry when he finds himself drawn to the woman who is everything he
was positive he didn’t want in a wife. But his brother won’t give up so easily, and soon Lucian’s well-intentioned plans are revealed. Now to
keep Lady Emmaline’s heart he must prove that he’s truly not the stuffy, sneaky duke he seems to be. *These long novellas have each been
published previously as stand-alone titles with the same names.
After years of playing the rake to hide a dark family secret, the Duke of Aversley feels tainted beyond redemption and cynical beyond repair.
Never does he imagine hope will come in the form of a quirky, quick-witted lady determined to win the heart of another gentleman. Thanks to
a painfully awkward past, Lady Amelia De Vere long ago relinquished the notion she was a flower that had yet to blossom. But when her
family faces financial ruin and the man she has always loved is on the verge of marrying another, she’ll try anything to transform herself to
capture her childhood love and save her family?including agreeing to participate in a bet between her brother and the notorious, dangerously
handsome Duke Of Aversley. Bound by the bet, Amelia and Aversley discover unexpected understanding and passion beyond their wildest
dreams, if only they can let go of their pride, put trust in each other and chance losing their hearts.
When a bluestocking bent on ruining rogues and a devilish duke set on revenge attempt to derail each other’s plans, passion erupts into a
love for the ages. After being left brokenhearted by a duplicitous rake, Lady Anne Adair no longer desires a husband—she wants justice.
She’s traded in her foolish dream of happily-ever-after for the much more sensible one of thwarting the blackhearted lords who prey on
innocent debutantes. But her first mission proves rather complicated when the dashing Duke of Kilmartin comes to the aid of her target.
Simon Sedgewick, the newly titled Duke of Kilmartin, never thought he would return to England, let alone attend a ball full of simpering lords.
But when his oldest friend’s reputation is being smeared and Simon discovers that the perpetrator is none other than his enemy’s
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granddaughter, his long-festering desire for vengeance flares to life. The moment Simon spies Miss Anne Adair across the glittering ballroom,
he knows that the ravishing beauty is the perfect instrument for the retribution he thought lost to him. He does not know, however, that Anne
has devised a scheme of her own. And soon, these two wary hearts will discover that the best laid plans are no match for love.
Lady Madelaine Aldridge might be the worst lady-in-waiting to ever grace King George III’s court. An oddball who prefers archery to
embroidery and honesty to deception, she earns the dislike of the Queen, the cruelty of the other ladies-in-waiting and the advances of a
lecherous scoundrel who wants to seduce her. Her father is threatening an arranged marriage unless she finds a proper husband?a task that
seems hopeless until Lord Grey Adlard rides into court. Grey Adlard lives up to his reputation as a dangerous rake when he proposes
Madelaine meet him in the stables for a tumble. Yet when she needs a protector the most, Grey offers his services and vows he wants to
court her. Wary yet intrigued by the mystery he presents, Madelaine slowly allows Grey to capture her confidence and then her heart. Things
seem perfect until her father is imprisoned for plotting against the King and Madelaine learns Grey is not simply the handsome aristocrat he
pretends to be but a cunning spy. As King George III sinks deeper into insanity, Madelaine must prove her father’s innocence in order to
save his life. With the future of England hanging in the balance and a ruthless murderer hunting them Grey and Madelaine engage in a clash
of wills and a battle fraught with suspicion, secrets, betrayal and two hearts that cannot deny the impossible, irresistible love between them.
In a time he doesn’t belong, in an alliance she shouldn’t have made, they’ll fall dangerously, hopelessly in love. New Orleans, 2020.
Billionaire Rhys McCaim doesn’t believe for one second that his missing mother is a time traveler. Still, his father insists that she didn’t leave
them willingly but was pulled through time to her true home in medieval Scotland. But when he and his three brothers test out an ancient timetraveling spell to appease their dying father and Rhys is catapulted to thirteenth-century Scotland, he can’t exactly deny it anymore.
Suddenly he’s a Highlander in a land on the verge of war. He needs to get back to his time before all hell breaks loose, but first he must find
his mother. Luckily, fate drops the perfect guide in his path. She’s brilliant, beautiful and bold, and he’s drawn to her in a way he’s never
been drawn to anyone or anything before. But he can’t afford to be distracted from his mission or lower his carefully constructed guard.
Scotland, 1286. Maggie Irvine is betrothed to a vicious man who cares only of wealth and power. Marrying him will restore her family’s
reputation, however, saving her siblings from lives of misery. She has resigned herself to her fate, but when a mysterious, handsome stranger
magically appears before her out of thin air, her plan—and the stranger’s life—are in jeopardy. And the only way to save him is to risk
everything. As she comes to learn the shocking truth of what he hides, Maggie discovers what happens when duty collides with desire and
long-abandoned dreams rise to the surface. Bound by secrets and lies, Maggie and Rhys are entangled in the brewing battle for the Scottish
throne. With his knowledge of the future, Rhys possesses the powerful ability to alter history. Yet, to do so successfully, he must let Maggie
past the defenses he’s spent a lifetime building. Now, an alliance that began in desperation becomes a need that will leave them both torn
between what they should do and what love demands.
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